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Dear RAIN,
This is in regard to your review of "Fast
Foods Will Make You Sickly Quickly" in
July 1979. I hope the rest of this letter
shows a better knowledge of nutrition than
. the quote you printed. "The moisture content alone in fast food ... ranges from 44
to 62 percent, which almost qualifies them
as beverages." The implication I get from
this quote is that this high a moisture content is either bad for a person or ripping a
person off.
Checking out the moisture content of
other foods, you will find that this percentage is low : e.g., asparagus, 91.7%; mung
sprouts, 88.8%; sweet cherries, 80.4%;
hard-cooked eggs, 73 .7%; tofu, 84.8%;
peas, 83.3%. These foods are generally
considered good for a person but come
much closer to being bev,erages than fast
foods.

In the November RAIN we accessed
The Least Is Best Pest Strategy and
neglected to note that it was edited by
Jerome Goldstein, who also published
it.

Another observation to be made is that
the difference in moisture content of a vegetable or fruit is not all that great. The difference between being solid and being a
beverage is more a matter of form than
moisture content (this is based on my
glancing at percentages-not sure if nutritionists agree), e.g. :
Raw
Juice
84.4%
87 .8%
Apples
Apricots
85.3%
84.6%
Blackberries
84.5%
90.9%
Tomatoes
93.5%
93.6%
Another observation to be made is that
substances with low moisture contents may
or may not be good for oneself. Legumes,
nuts and grains all have low moisture contents, but so do candies (0.9-17.3%), sugar
(powdered 0. 5 % , while honey is 17. 2 % ) or
cake icings (11.1 %-17.9%).
As far as I'm concerned, the quoted criti-

Win, the weekly magazine from which
we excerpted Vicki Barnett's "Changing the American Way of Work," is located at 503 Atlantic Ave., 5th floor,
Brooklyn, NY 11217, 212/624-8337.
(Subscriptions $15/year.) Win has been
providing excellent coverage of nonviolent social change efforts here and
abroad for almost 15 years.

cism of fast foods is not valid and any other
statements in the reviewed article should be
checked with sources to make sure they are
valid.
Sincerely yours,
Ronald Ekberg
P.S. The human body is 60-70% water,
which makes each of us even more of a beverage than' fast foods.

-The fault is in my review, not in the Caveat Emptor article, which was not dealing
in water content of foods as such but rather
food laws and marketing practices that
define excessive levels of allowable moisture and encourage the watering-down of
foods. It's similar to the situation with
Ivory Soap, where there is so much air
foamed into the bar of soap that you pay
over $3 per pound for the soap you get,
while other soaps cost $1.19/lb. Pretty expensive air!___.:_ Tom Bender

Our apologies to Gerri Traina, who
authored the Women and Solar half of
"Pulling Together'' last month and was
not credited. Gerri wanted us to note
that many of her ideas were outgrowths
from the Sydney Oliver speech she excerpted. The complete text of Sydney's
talk will be printed in the "Women and
Energy" issue of Quest: a feminist
quarterly, 2000 "P" St. N. W., Suite 308,
Washington, DC 20036.
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TRANSPORTATION:

Running on Empty: The Future of the
Automobile in an Oil-Short World, by
Lester R. Brown, Christopher Flavin
and Colin Norman, 1979, 116 pp., $7.95
from:
W.W Norton & Company, Inc.
500 Fifth Ave.
New York, NY 10036
When Ivan Ilhch wrote his classic essay

Energy & Equity a few years back hear- ·
gued that Western nations, the U.S . in
particular, shouldn't want ever-increasing
forms and speeds of transportation, especially automobiles, because of the global
and domestic inequity their production and
use both requires and perpetuates. Now
these researchers from the Worldwatch ·
Institu.te inform us that, whether we want
to or not, we are going to have to make
some pretty serious changes regarding
automobiles and our use of them.
A critical factor in this analysis, o{
course, is the escalating cost of gasoline
resulting from diminished oil supplies. " In
the United States, it now costs about $20 to
fill the tank of a standard American car;
five years ago it cost less than $10, and five
years hence it could cost $50." For a variety
of technical and economic reasons, alternative fuels and electric cars will not have a
significant impact in the next few decades.
Rather, the 'key to the automobile's immediate future is the development of vehicles
with greater fuel efficiency--,-60 to 80 miles
per gallon is within the range of modern
technology.
"Billions of dollars have been lavished on
highways' parking facilities' and other developments to encourage the use of automobiles; support for alternatives such as
buses, trains, mopeds and bicycles has been
minimal by comparison. In an oil-short
world, these alternatives to the automobile
will be essential to preserve, and in some
cases increase, personal mobility."
If you want to buy this book and save
yourself some gas money at the same time,
you can get the 64-page report the book is
based on directly from the Worldwatch
Institute (1776 Massachusetts Ave. N. W.,

Washington, DC 20036) for $2 .00. Also, if
you're in the market for a used car, I just
happen to be unloading one . . . - MR

Why Trade It In?, George and Suzanne
Fremon, 1976, $5.95 from:
Liberty Publishing Co.
50 Scott Adam Rd.
Cockeysville, MD 21030
This is the kind of guidebook we need more
of! It doesn't tell you a thing about repairing your car, but it does something
equally important. It lays out the economics, based on considerable experience, of
maintaining your present car indefinitely
rather than replacing it (with a cost savings
of up to $1000 per year). It goes on into the
' savings to our economy ($21 billion per
year of human effort that could go to other
things). But most importantly, it tells you
how to keep your car going reliably for
years and years-explaining how long
various parts usually last, which ones cause
unexpected breakdowns and should be replaced preventively, and which ones give a
warning as they wear out and can be kept in
use until then . It explains simply how
rusted bodies can be repaired and repainted,
and at what cost; that seat covers last up to
six times as long as the original seats; why
not to buy a rebuilt carburetor, etc.
One thing it doesn't do is warn you
about one of the biggest scams in the repair
business-"book prices." .If you go into a
car dealer's service department, they will
quote you (or bill you) from a book that
supposedly gives the average time needed
to do the repair, not the actual time spent.
The rub is that the time figures are inflated
so much that almost any mechanic can do
the job in one-half the listed time . The last
time I had to ha_ve a specialized repair done
at a dealer, they started ·to bill me from the
book for 21/i hours, then in the nick of time
realized that I was there picking the truck
up only an hour after I had left it off. Ralph
Nader, get to work on this one. - TB

Hear That Lonesome Whistle Blow, Dee
Brown, 1977,.$12.95 from:
Holt, Rinehart and Winston
383 Madison Avenue
New York, NY 10017
Why are Americans still unable to run ::i
reasonable train system? Perhaps it has to
do with lack of practice . Dee Brown's absorbing history of frontier railroads shows
how our ancestors got us off to an unpromising start by turning construction over to
promoters whose·primary concern was the
creation of lucrative private fiefdoms , backed with generous grants of public lans:l and
money. A-ccording to Brown, their roads
· were often laid out in helter-skelter fashion, with more thought given to speculative potential than to meeting any real
transportation needs. By the 1880s, when
western settlers began to understand this
and express their anger politically, the nation was already saddled with what the author terms " the most absurd railway system in the world."
Nonetheless, Brown gives full credit to
the technological ingenuity evidenced in
the building of the transcontinental train
system; and his book also provides fascinating glimpses of frontier life in the era of
railroad boom towns and the waning Plains
Indian culture (which died in large part
from changes brought by the railroads). In
one poign..ant anecdote, Sitting Bull is invited to speak at a ceremony marking the
completion of the Northern Pacific route
and takes the occasion to bitterly denounce
land thieves and liars'. An Army officer
transforms his remarks into " English metaphors of benevolent hospitality" and he
receives a standing ovation from the assembled crowd. It is apparent from this
book that he deserved a better translator.
-JF
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Ow-ner•
Builders Reeollstruet
·
the
In May 1979 I traveled to Salem with a friend, Jonny Klein, totestify before the Senate Committee on Housing ,a nd Urban Affairs on
Senate Bill 921, the Owner-Builder proposal. Jonny and I live in
Josephine County, in southwestern Oregon, and we are members
of the county-wide Building Safety Advisory Committee, which
,
drafted the bill.
There are four major building codes in current use in the United
States. Each is a thick book, writt~n in technical and legalistic language, setting minimum standards for new construction . They tend
to be written by professional building inspectors and oriented to
standard materials and methods of construction .
The state of Oregon has a tradition of pioneer self-reliance and
opposition to governmental interference. When I moved here ten
years ago, there were no building codes at all in the rural area
where I live, nor in most of the state. However, Oregon is currently
also one of the fastest growing states in the coun~ry, and builders of
large.unregulated developments engaged in ~hoddy buildip,g practices in the late '60s and early '70s. As a response to this, the 1973
state legislature adopted the Uniform Building Code, written by the
International Congress of Building Officials, as a building code governing all new construction in the state.
In our county people didn't like, and don't like, the idea-of governrrie.nt officials coming on our land and telling us how to bulld
our buildings. The situation rapidly became extremely heated because, at the same time that the state adopted the Uniform Building
Code, Josephine County, for reasons I cannot imagine, adopted the
Uniform Housing Code and the Uniform Code for the Abatement
of Dangerous Buildings as county ordinances. These codes, unlike
the UBC, set standards for all buildings, those presently in existence as well as those being constructed. They also give 'building
inspectors the authority to enter any building whenever th'e y feel it
is necessary.
A lot of people here, from many different backgrounds and economic levels, were angry. For a while it seemed that each day
brought a new story of some outrageous thing the building department had done. There was the couple who bought an old log cabin,
planning to fix it up, went back to Los Angeles to get their things,
and returned to find the cabin red-tagged. (That is , tagged with a
sign saying that the premises are dangerous and one is forbidden to
enter.) There was the farmer who had cut and peeled the poles to

.Code

build a pole-frame barn for his cows, and found a building official
demanding to inspect him. (Under the present interpretation of the
law, that wouldn't happen-currently all agricultural buildings in
the state are exempt from permits and inspections .) There was the
man I talked to who had come home from work at night to find the
place he was currently living in red-tagged. At the worst point,
about a hundred buildings in the county had been red-tagged.
Local neighborhood groups had been forming in our county even
before building codes became such a hot issue. Calling themselves
"community associations" or "town councils ," they defined a geographical area they thought of as their community, elected representatives, held monthly meetings, and sentletters to local, state
and tederal authorities, asking to be consulted and informed about
what "'.as going to happen in their neighborhoods . They were later
recogmzed by the county as part pf the citizen input process mand~~ed by the ~tate Land Conservation and Development Commiss10n, but at first they were informal, self-generated, and not very
.
welcomed by the county government.
When the county fin~lly scheduled "a hearing a thousand people
show~d up for t~e meetmg at the fairgrounds. This was during
workmg hours, ma county of 50 ,000 population! They scheduled
alternate speakers, for and against the codes, until they ran out of
"pro" speakers. After a few hours the Board of County Commissioners said they had heard.enough, they had changed their minds,
and could they please go hom.e now. "No," people said, " we came
here to tell you how we feel and we want you to listen. "
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will live in for the rest of their lives-why shouldn't they build ·
exactly as they please? The situation is different when a contractor
is building a·home for a purchaser who is not present and abl to
look out for her own interests-in that case there is an argument
that_ can be made for the building codes as a form of consumer protection.
Thi~ was not an issue that co{ild be dealt with by a local policy.
We would have to go to the state legislature. We would have to deal
with all the objections that are raised when you suggest exempting
owner-built dwellings from the building codes. What about
safety-suppose someone builds a fire trap? What if the neighbors
object to the way the building looks? What if the owner-builder
eventually
wants to move and sell his house? Suppose an unscrupuThe Owner-Builder Proposal
lous contractor uses this as a way to build substandard housing to
Our committee dealt with many subjects. It worked on developing a
sell to unwary customers?
county policy for agricultural buildings, and one for seasonal dwellWe didn't ask for a la~ that would exempt all owner-built dwellings. New departmental policies were developed regarding the beings in the state from the state building code-we asked only for a
havior of building inspectors-they were required to send notice by
law that would give each county the power to exempt ownermail before making inspections, and to leave someone's property if
builders
if it wished. Each county could choose in which part of the
,
·
asked to do so .
county the law would apply, and it was intended mainly for rural
One of the major issues of concern, for many of the people in the
areas, where houses aren't that dose together and people don't care
county, was that of owner-built housing. We felt that someone
that much what their neighbor's house looks like. Under the prowho is building her own home which she intends to live in should
posed
law, owner-built dwellings could not be exempted from the
be free to build to suit her own tastes and needs. Owner-built housentire building code. They would still have to meet all standards for
ing can cost much less than standard housing. Owner-builders can
fire egress, fire retardant and sinoke detectors. All structural memexperiment with innovative methods that c·ould not be used on the
bers would have to meet maximum bending stress standards as set
mass_market. And many owner-builders plan to build a house they
by the structural code. All energy conservation and insulation requirements .would have to be met. Any plumbing and electrical
work that was done woul.Q have to meet their respective code standards. So what do you get? Undet this proposal an owner-builder
"/L------ti.r-tt1would be exempted from all the many tiny detailed standards that
are specified in the structural code. For-example, she would be free
of the stal}dards that set the exact minimum width for a staircase
and the distance a handrail must be from the wall. She could decide
for herself how far apart the shakes will be set on her shake roof .
'\:::t~~iJ---------1==111 She would have the right to use recycled building materials for
everything except the structural members .

. As a result of that meeting, and other meetings like it, and all the
local discussions that went on, we saw some real results . On at least
some issues, if enough people get angry enough and involved
enough, they can make a difference. The Housing Code and Dangerous Building Code were not re-adopted. A new administrator
was hired for the county Building Departme.n t, and the behavior of
the Building Department changed in many respects. Jhe new building official invited groups from all parts of the county to send tl;teir .
chosen representatives to a county-wide committe.e which would
meet monthly to work.together with the Building Department and
advise it on matters of policy and practice .

C()llt.
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Ow-ner---Builder eont.
She would be exempt from the requirements of the structural
c9de with regard to ceiling heights, room sizes and maintenance of
specific temperature levels in those structures.
Since owner-builders do sometimes move and an owner-builder
may someday choose to sell her house, we said that owner-builders
would still be required to get building permits', pay fees, and be inspected. The building inspector would record any ways the building
differed from code stand~rds and give a copy of this record to the
owner-builder. The owner-builder would be required to give a copy
of this notice to the county clerk, who would file it with the deed.
This protects any purchaser-he knows what he's getting. If the
owner fails to give proper notice, the purchaser has the right to call
off the deal. And the owner-builder exemption can only be used
once in five years by any person-this prevents a crooked contractor frnm using it.
We were trying hard to draft a moderate proposal, one that
would appeal to any reasonable person . We presen'ted the proposal
to the J3oard of County Commissioners, won their approval, and
with their support sent it to our legislative representatives Rep. ,
Cecil Johnson and Sen . Debbs Potts, to be introduced into the 1979
legislative session.

Working with the Legislature
I was surprised and pleased by the way the Senate Committee on
· Housing treated us. The atmosphere was different than what I had
expected. The legislators were more intelligent, and mare like ordinary folks , than I had expected. I had thought the legislators would
be hard to persuade, and we would have to have our supporters .
write lots of letters and work hard to explain our point of view. Instead it seemed that the legisl~tors alr.eady understood our point of
view and had been thinking some of the same things themselves. It
was as if they welcomed our suggestions . The vice-chairperson of
the committee, Senator Wingard of Eugene, is a builder by profession, and he clearly had already thought a good deal about the deficiencies of the codes.
The building officials present at this hearing did not perceive our
proposal as a moderate one. A written statement put out by the
Oregon State Building Officials Association says in part, "Both SB
889 and SB 921 create a method by which a person who intentionally wishes to 'beat the system' and who knowingly constructs the
building wrong (does not meet minimum. e.stablished and recognized code standards) may legally do so. This does not help the citizens who really do need and appreCiate the assistance that their local

building department provides but does encourage, endorse and legalize the 'bunko' construction artists, Williamson gangs and those
who would perpetuate substandard 'schlock' upon the face of Oregon." [Italics theirs . What is a Williamson gang, anyway?] ...
"More and more lending institutions now insist upon code compliance and inspections as a requirement of their loans and involvement. Why ern;ourage, legalize and endorse substandard worthless
construction? ... A better s,olution would be to offer free permits to

In .our county
. people don't like
the idea
of government offi~ials
telling us how
to build our buildings. 1
people doing work of a limited nature so that they would at least
have the benefit of p~ofessional help on their project." [Free permits for low-income owner-builders. That' s an interesting idea :]
The building officials at this hearing expressed their disapproval
of the owner-builder proposal so strongly that one of the committee
members felt obliged to remind them that it is the legislators and
not the civil servants who are supposed to set policy. He said, "We
like this bill. We intend to pass it out of committee. Now you help
us do it right ."
,
This hearing was the first time I've ever had the experience of the
men up there in the seats of power being on my side. Maybe it
won't be the last.
Senate Bill 921 passed the Senate unanimously. It went to the
House Committee·on Housing and Urban Affairs. At their hearing
one committee member asked how come we had asked for so litle.
The bill passed the House by a vote of 55 to 5. It was signed by Governor Atiyeh and is now law in the state of Oregon .

Readability of Codes
Another issue the 1979 Legislature worked on was the readability of
building codes . As one staff analyst to the committee put it, "The
state building code is a reknowned repository of technical informa. tion which is as incomprehensible as it is inaccessible to anyone
'
other than the professional specialists who produce it and use it.
The committee at first proposed simply that each published code
should have a Flesch Reading Ease score of 60 or higher. (The Flesch
score is one of several standard measures of readability-basically
it means that you write in short sentences and try to use short
11

January 1980

words rather than multisyllables.) Many objections were raised__,_
one of them the added expense of such a projec;:t. 1 The codes were
run through a computer to determine if it's possible to convey all
this technical knowledge in readable English. (It is.) The final law, ·
which was passed by the State Legislature, provides that the Department of Commerce shall collect donations from interested citizens, in order to pay the cost of publishing the One and Two Family
Dwelling Code and the One and Two Family Electrical Code at a
ninth grade reading level. The Department shall inform interested
citizens about the' project through public service announcements
and other nominal cost advertising.
When I first heard about this proposal I thought it was a ~onder
ful ·idea. So truly Oregonian, so responsive to the needs of the average citizen. Why hadn't I thought of it myself? When I talked informally about the project with an administrator in the State
Building Code Division, soon after the law became effective, I
found that his response was far otherwise. Since the Legislature had
passed the law, he was probably going to have to carry it out-or at
least go through the motions-but he sure wasn't enthusiastic
about the idea.
One of the continuing problems in any work on reforming building codes is that the people who carry out the codes in practice are
insulated from public opinion. The Oregon Legislature passes a
law-then, after a six-month session, it disbands for a year and a
- half. The legislators go back to their homes and their regular jobs.
The bureaucrats who carry out the laws that the Legislature has
passed have their own opinions about what should be done.

Someone
who is building
her own home which she
intends to live in
should l;Je free to build
to suit her own tastes
and needs.
I think the present state of affairs is that the Legislature has
passed the legislation, but it will take a lot of prodding to get the
Department of Commerce to act appropriately. Write Jane Huston,
428 Labor & Industries Building, Salem, OR 97310.
'

Changes in Advisory Boards
The Legislature.also discussed changes in the procedure for the
adoption and amendment of the codes . At the present time they are
adopted by the Director of the Department of Commerce upon the
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advice of the respective advisory boards . The Structural Co-de Advisory Board, for example, is quite powerful; it amends the Structural Specialty Code and is the final avenue of appeal on any matters related to the Structural Code. Its membership according to law
"shall be broadly representative of the industries and professions
involved in the development and construction of buildings includi~g representation from building code enforcement agencies, architectural and engin·eering associations, building construction trades ,
the contracting and manufacturing industries, govem,i ng bodies of
local governments, fire protection agencies and the general public. "
There is at present one representative of the general public on an
eleven-member board. Every member but one comes from the urban and urbanizing corridor that runs from Portland to Eugene.
Broadly representative?
The Senate Committee on Housing proposed to create a new
Building Code Board of seven members, one from each of the four
congressional districts in the state, and't:hree from the state at large
At least two members would not be involved in construction or the
building trades, and no more than two members would have the
same trade or profession. This reasonable proposal, according to a
committee staff member, was opposed by " current advisory board,
·fire prqtection, and trade interests."· It didn't even .make it out of
committee.

Conclusions
The problems that we find in dealing with the issue o.f building
codes are the same problems we find in many other parts of our
society. The manufacturers of building materials and other people
with a direct economic interest in what building codes say put plenty of money and time and attention into a wording that is favorable
to their intere~ts . No one who represents the average person with a
paramount interest in low-cost housing, or the innovative builder
with a paramount interest in freedom , is "out there lobbying with
equivalent time and resources. And though the legislators I met
were intellig~nt and responsive beyond my expectations, they only
write the laws . The people who put the laws into effect are highly
specialized, highly salaried, permanently empfoyed people, and
there is at present very little in the structure th.a t surrounds them to
make them responsive to the needs of the person who intends to
build for himself.
On the other hand, the situation isn't hopeless. In our county,
~hen enough people got angry enough, we definitely produced real
changes. The State Legislature.is beginning to address these questions. At present Josephine County is drafting an owner-builder
ordinance and Lane County is informally studying ways of implementing Senate Bill 921.
'
There's still a lot of work to do. These.changes in the laws are
·only one part, and not the most important part, of the changes that
I think need to happen. We need a change in attitude on the part of
building officials and building inspectors, so they are more respon-
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The Sun Betrayed: A Report on the Corporate Seizure of U.S.
Solar Energy Development, by Ray Reece, 1979, 234 pp., $5.50
from:
South End Press
Box 68, Astor Station
Boston, MA 02123

If the appropriate technology movement is to come cl~ser to realiz. ing its full potential in the 1980s, then a lot of us are going to have
to read this book. If you've been wondering why solar is still being
treated as an exotic and expensive energy source that won't be
"viable" until the year 2050, why federal R&D money goes to
Exxon and ARCO and Westinghouse rather than small entrepreneurs and solar inventors, or why the U.S. government hasn't ·
made solar energy development a top priority , then let Ray Reece
explain it to you. His book is a lucid, well-researched, extensive'ly
documented account of the corporate attempt to control the sun.
Solar energy development in this country mus{ be underst~od in
the context of U.S. energy_poJicy, as outlined in the "National Energy Plan" announced by Carter and passed by Congress in late
1978. "The solar function will be shaped," writes Re.ece, "so as not
to inhibit a projected growth in elecrical power generation from 14
percent of the nation's total energy supply-the current figure-to
as much as 60 percent by the year 2000." As Barry Commoner
described it, the plan "represents the biggest intensification of control over the economy of the U.S. by big corporations that we have
seen in our lifetime."
.
.The fo'!lowing paragraphs are from The Sun Betrayed:
•

crucial plank in the corporate energy platform; while we don't
mind importing a certain amount of OPEC oil-the "world mark...t" price of which will enable us to inflate the price of our own .
oil-we don't want to be so dependent on it that we couldn't fight a ·
war without it. Nor do we want to import so much that it wrecks
our balance of payments. We are advised, therefore, to level off our
long-term demand for petroleum-while not of course hindering
economic growth requiring more fuel-by installing a massive grid
tovoltaic cells, ocean thermal generating plants, and giant expensive.
of coal and nuclear generating plants.
windmills. Third:· minimize corporate risk in the evolution both of
solar technologies and mark~t opportunities, which suggests a program-of heavy government subsidies and a willingness to let small
. e r e , briefly stated, are the major principles in the
companies assume as many of the early market hazards as possible.
government approach to solar energy. While it is doubtful that they
Fourth: mesh the burgeoning solar market into the larger corporate
existed in laundry-list form at the outset, they nonetheless emerge
market by absorbing small successful firms (or their ideas), empha<i.gain and again throughout the process of developing a solar prosizing mass production, and pl~cing distribution under the control
gram: First: control the pace at which solar power becomes a viable
of utility companies. Fifth: deter the public from identifying solar
force in the energy market, allowing time to maximize profits from
energy as a possible means of altering the present economic and
fossil fuels and to consolidate the expanded electrical grid based on
geopolitical structure of the United States (small is not beautiful). A
coal and nuclear power. Second: emphasize those applications of
sixth principle, by which the other five are made possible, is one
solar energy which are most compatible with the present system of
which governs the more general corporate energy strategy as well:
capital-intensive, centralized power facilities, meaning primarily an
. centralize control over U.S. energy decisions in a single, easy-toemphasis on solar-electric concepts such as the power-tower, phoreach place, e.g. a cabinet-level·department.

corporate~

Owner-Builder eont.
sive to real needs in the situations they are confronting, so they act
as a service profession when that is appropriate, and not always as
an enforcement organization. Maybe we need to pray fox: the perfect enlightenment of all building inspectors . And everyone else
too.
·

Contacts
Elaine would like to hear from other people who are_interested in
building code reform, especially from Oregonians who would like to
work on passing a local owner-builder ordinance in their county,
also what your experience with building inspectors and' the codes has
been. Write her at:
OWNER-BUILDER
9335 Takilma Rd.
Cave Junction, OR 97523

Out-of-slaters can send her a self-addressed stamped envelope for
copies of the bills.

This work has been done on the proverbial shoestring. We've prob- .
ably spent $200 on drafting and lobbying for SB 921-almost all of
that was for gas to go to meetings and hearings. If anyone can afford to make a donation to this project, or can suggest possible
sources of money, please write me.
Mailing List: I'm putting together a· maili~g list of people who
are interested in further developments. Send your name and address and a small donation to cover costs.
Copies of the Bills: Oregonians can get copies of these bills by
calling 1-800-452-0290. Ask for SB 889 A-Engrossed and SB 921
A-Engrossed. The bill creating a Building Code Board, which didn't
pass, is SB 888-if you're interested in that, ask them to send you
all the different versions.
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. t i s a dimension of the corpcirate solar Strategy to prevent a rush
of public demand for solar power, especially of the so.rt which le~~s
itself to decentralized applications, until the corporat10ns and ut1h- .
ties have (1) completed the expansion of their nuclear/coal-electric
grid, (2) negotiated the profit potential remaining in fo~sil fuels ,.
and (3) hardened their control over .the neophyte solar industry itself.

•

he real solar threat to the utility industry is those applications
which cannot be centralized . . .. Thus, in approaching the incipient
national market for solar heating and cooling (SHAC) systems,
America's electric utilities, with EPRI [Electric Power Research Institute] .at the fore , have been obliged to wear the same two faces ·
they wear in relation to other applications of solar power, nam~ly to
impede the growth of that market while appearing to promote 'It ~n~
gearing up to coritrol it.
_
·

m~re

. h e Wall Street Connection: :the
obvious it become'.'o
America's investment community that Fortune 500 corporations
with nuclear and fossil interests are assuming control of the solar
market, both sanctifying and defining its future , the more willing-is
that community to finance the process .

•

ot only have .Wall Street corporations thoroughly "penetrated"
the U.S. solar market through intracorporate diversification
(" cross-subsidization"), extensive government subsidy, and the
purchase of smallerfirms, they have organized a solar industries
association [Solar Energy Industries Association] clearly devoted to
, building a solar market that wip be compatible with the larger aims
and " hard-path" energy goals of the corporate elite in general.
While it would be impossi~le to calculate the market strength thus
accumulated by the 1.arge corporations involved, there is mounting
·evidence to suggest that in less than five years they have concentrated sufficient control over the solar industry to' squeeze out smaller
competitors and effectively prevent the entry of others.

•

. all Street participation in commercial solar energy development . .. [is] a signal that small-scale solar energy m the hands
primarily of small producer~, aiming at decentralized, de~ocrati~,
and maximally efficient applications, has been strangled m the cnb .

After that rather depressing conclusion Reece go es on to describe
the work of community-oriented self-help projects , for it is these
kinds of efforts that will make solar energy a powerful force in the
movement toward community self-determination ; " It is only in .
conjunctio71 with local and regional solar development initiativesafter almost a decade.of.federal involvement in solar R&D-that
anything close to the potential of small-scale applications developed by small producers for the commonweal of the community
has be_en realized." -MR
·
-

Legislators to Write:

.

·

Senator Ted Hallock is the chairperson of the Senate Committee on Housing and Urban Affairs. He seems to be a person who can use his anger at illegitimate abuses in our society ·
to good effect. Write to him at 2445NW Irving St., Po~land,
OR97210.
_
Senator George Wingard is the vice-chairperson of the Senate Committee on Housing and Urban Affairs. He is a builder
by profession and has a professional builder's gr~sp of the
· technicalities of the code. Write to hi~ at 2323 Fairmount
Blvd., Eugene, OR 97403.
·
Joyce Cohen is a freshman.legislator who carried the
owner-builder proposal on the floor of the House. She comes
from a rural background, so she has some sympathy and understanding for tha't point of view, and she also is sensitive to
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Reaching Up, Reaching Out: _A Guide to
Organizing Local Solar Events, Solar
Energy Research Institute (SERI), 1979,
208 pp., $6.00 from:
Superintendent of Documents
U.S. Government Printing Office
Washington, DC 2040~
Stock No. 061-000-00345-2
Much to my surprise, there's a lot of valu, able stuff in this book. The " events sampler." consists of 15 case studies of successful solar .events , complete with good tips
and lessons learned; the ' 'organizing
primer" has a wealth of basic, valuable information ; and the last section is a resource
guide . Numerous graphics and spacious
layout make the book easy to read-in
fact, it has the appearance of a children's
book.
-· The " team" that put the book together is
composed entirely of women , and its key
members " came to SERI with a background
of participation in community, state, or
regional solar activities. " Several of the
graphics depict women doing .solar construction. The book is not copyrighted, and
its title page says, " In the spirit of solar
energy development, material rnntained in
this book may be reprinted freely with·
proper credit."
Still, it' s bewildering to see this guide to
local solar organizing ' 'published by the
market development and communication
branches of the commercialization division" of SERI. SERI is operated for the
U.S . Department of Energy by the
Midwest Research Institute. The Midwest
Research Institute is one of seven or eight
national " nonprofit research institutes"
(others include the Mitre Corporation, the
Rand Corporation, Battelle Memorial Institute, Stanford Research Institute, and the
Bechtel Corporation) whose primary occupation, according to Ray Reece (see review
of The Sun Betrayed) , is " government
funded research on behalf of the U.S. corporate class, particularly the military-industrial complex. " (The director of SERI,
solar activist Denis Hayes, has as his boss
Energy Secretary Charles W. Duncan, Jr. ,
former Deputy Secretary of Defense in the
Carter administration.) Denis, I wish you
luck!-MR

women's issues. She is a ni.ember of the House Committee on
Housing and Urban Affairs. Write to her at 2680 SW Glen
Eagles Rd., Lake Oswego, OR ~7034 ..·
. .
.
- I think our legislators would welcome specific, carefully
worked out proposals for changes in the codes or their administration. The building cede is such a tec,Jmical subject
that few legislators can master ~di its intricacies, putting them
at a disadvantage in dealing with building officials. Many
readers of RAIN are familiar with the technical aspects of the
codes. Why don't you think about what changes you'd like to
see-thinki~g~in practical terms, thinking about it from th.e.
point of view 'df the legislator asking what changes are pohhcally possible at present. Put your thoughts on paper and
send copies to these legislators. Send me a copy too.
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(...__M_O_N_EY_ _)
· Economic Concentration, John M. Blair,
1972, $18.95 from:
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich
757 Third Ave.
New York, NY 10017
The increase of corporate economic concen- ·
tration in this country in spite of repeated
co~gressional efforts at trust-busting and
regulation of corporate mergers has led to a
sense of futility and frustration as the effects of that concentration have become
more visible. The detailed. loQk Blair gives
us of the forces leading to that centralization and those opposing it; how the different kinds of concentration work and affect
us; the role of government in tipping the
scales one way or the other; the history of
anti-trust regulation; and the alternative of
various kinds of public ownership opens a
new level of understanding what needs to
be done and how to go about it. The book is
based in large part on the comprehensive
congfessional hearings on economic concentration carried out in the early '60s under the leadership of Estes Kef;mver. Invalua le to anyone interested in better
rules for our economic games ;- Tom Bender

(

SOLAR

)

A Solar Water Heater Workshop Manual, 2nd Edition, by Ecotope Group,
1979, 82 pp., $5.00 from:
Ecotope Group
2332 East Madison
Seattle, WA 98112
Thermosiphon solar hot water systems are
simpler, cheaper alternatives to active solar
technology. According to Ecotope, when
properly designed and installed by the ho:meowner, these systems provide 3/4 of the
energy supplied by the highest quality
commercial solar equipment and cost 1/2 to
2/3 less. If you want to install your own
thermosiphon system, then try this manual. All aspects of collector construction,
storage tank insulation, and freeze protection are discussed. Additional information
on site evaluation, plumbing and building
codes is provided. New material in this revised edition is offered on hot water conservation, active systems, a~d solar ~orkshop
organization. Even if you prefer active over
passive systems, or are not a do-it-yourself~r, this book will help you understand
concepts important for the selection of
quality commercial solar equipment and a·
competent installation contractor -Jeff Paine

Waste-Not
House

_The Integral Urban House,
The Farallones Institute, 1979,
$12. 95 from:
Sierra Club Books
530 Bush Street
, San Francisco, CA 94108

The house that this book is based ~n is like a visit to Alice's Wonderland. All our normal ways of doing things have bt;en changed
with some magic cunning to Do More. Sidewalks are redesigned to
purify urban air. The front lawn feeds rabbits instead of lawnmow_ers . The neighbor's flies are trapped to feed chickens . The fences
support fruit trees and mulberry bushes to feed silkworms to make
stuffing for insulated clothes. Not even wastes are wasted. The
sewer is cut off and its contents hoarded for fertilizing and watering
the garden. All the details are in this book.
, Don't get fooled, though. The book starts out with all sorts of
ecological and design theory and decision-making processes. But as ·
usual, that stuff came about as much after the fact as before. The
house came about from a simple "lwonder how self-reliant a house
in the city can be!" Then followed a sifting through the mental debris of university professors, California .hippies and all t~e strange
and wonderful people who wander through Berkeley for far-out
ideas that might work. That they do work, and generally work well,
is due to the people in the Farallones Institute who carefully sifted
.
' out the good ideas and ~ade them work.
The magic of the house itself comes through somewhat diffused
in the book, sandwiched as it is among 480 pages of charts, tables,

Storing Kitchen Garbage in Sawduat
At the Integral U~ban House in
Berkeley, we devised the following
method for handling table scraps
and other food-related wastes from
the kitchen:
1. During preparation for and
clean-up after meals, the materials
for the compost are left in a collander
in the sink to .drain off excess liquid.
2. Whenever the collander is full, it
'
is empti.ed into a small five-gallon
bucket that has a tight-fitting lid.
3. Each addition of kitchen waste
to the five-gallon bucket is followed
by a thick (one- to two-inch) layer of
sawdust, dipped out of an adjacent
sawdust-holding bucket..(See drawing.)
4. Periodically, the sawdust dipper
is pressed down upon the surface of
the material in the bucket, compacting it evenly. If necessary, more sawdust is added to keep smeUs from
· leaking out.
5. When the bucket is almost full, it
is topped with an extra inch or so of
sawdust, covered with its lid, and
moved to a storage ·spot outside the
kitchen. An empty bucket is brought.
in to take its place. When all the
buckets are full, it is time to make another compost pile.
6. Once every couple of months,
the sawdust bucket is hauled to a
nearby cabinet shop (or other sawdust source) for refilling.

If you use your own urin~ for nitrogen
fertilizer in your garden, you ~ave energy
used in the production of synthetic f ertilizer equivalent to the amount of food-energy calories you consume in an entire
month!
A 180-pound man who produces 1.5
quarts of urine each day, over a year's
time excretes 12.25 pounds of nitrogen. At
an application rate equivalent to 300
pounds of nitrogen per acre, which is comparable to the rates applied on farms, one
man' s·annual production is sufficie1:1t to
fertilize over 2000 square feet of vegetable
garden. If the value of 12.25 pounds of
nitrogen is computed at the cost per pound
of bloodmeal, which is $3.50, then a man's
annual nitrogen production is worth
$43.75.
A '25-pound bag of ammonium sulfate,
at 21 percent nitrogen (5.25 pounds of nitrogen), consumes 42,000 kilocalories in
the production of nitrogen. That is equivalent to the amount of food-energy calories
consumed by an average adult male during
an entire two-week peri?d.
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Gary Snyder tells the story in Four Changes of a monk and an old
rr:aster who were once walking in the mountains. Th ey noticed a
little hut upstream. Th e monk said, " A wise hermit must live
there. " Th e master said, " That's no wise h ermit ; you see that let. tuce leaf floating down the stream? He' s a Wast er." Just then an
old man came running down the hill with his beard flying and
caught the floating lettuce leaf.

diagrams , working drawings , theory and how-to. These details of
all the systems are an invaluable aid to anyone interested in how to
live more lightly in the city. Appropriate technology has often been
criticized as a back-to-the-woods technology that is irrelevant for
the majority of people who live in urban areas. The Farallones have
clearly shown in this house that that ain't so.
The Integral Urban House is an exciting and workable vision of
how to live-one whose pieces can be changed, elaborated, revised
and adapted to the specific situation in other cities, climates and
temperaments. Obviously the cost of the project doesn'trepresent
what it would cost to reuse the ideas. Much of the cost has been in
the work necessary to figure things out and pull them together.
Others don't have to repeat that . But other people also don't have
national experts in biological pest control or solar energy at their
fingertips to fine-tune their systems, so possibly the results of this
"research laboratory" won't be ~qualled in broader applications .
Time will tell.
Some of the things in the book, such as energy and water conservation, solar technology, waste recycling, and urban food growing
are by now familiar to many people and might be found in more
detail elsewhere. But other sections go far beyond what is commonly available elsewhere: details even on urine fertilizing of gar-

dens , non-pesticide means of controlling bedbugs , roaches, rats and
other household pests, problems of lead-poisoning from urbangrown food and how to deal with it, or how to recycle dead honey
bees into fish . (A ring of vaseline around the bedposts will keep
bedbugs from having you for a midnight snack.)
There is an incredible amount of useful information in the book,
an<i it represents an amazingly successful first attempt to pull all
these things together. Neither the house nor the book are perfectin typical California fashion, no solar or any other kind of space
heating was worked into the original house design, and its functional organization is incredibly poor. The book could benefit from
an examination of the problems of recycling pesticide- , fungicideand herbicide-doused suburban lawns into food production. Although the authors obviously understand well how the house's systems fit into the larger ecological systems , the graphics in the book
frequently fail to communicate those links. And it would be nice to
know how much time more of the systems involve .
Like all of us, the Farallones folks are still learning . As thorough
as their efforts to turn wastes into resources are , and as little as they
do throw away, they were surprised one morning to discover that
two neighbors were mining the Farallones trashpile and finding
uses for what little they were throwing away! - Tom Bender

Figure 1 4-2 . Yearly Energy Budget of a Lawn Compared to an Alfalfa Patch

The front lawn
feeds rabbits,
the neighbor's
flies feed chickens.

Lawn

Alfalfa

20 square meters

20 square meters

Not even
wastes are wasted.
Grass clippings

(95 .000 Kcal)

Labor

(2 .500 Kcal)

Trash

Fuel
(10 .000 Kcal)

can

Lawn
Alfalfa
Note : All notation represents annual totals .

Energy
Input,
Kcal

Energy
Yield,
Plant

Human
food

15 .000
5.000

95 .000
110.000

15 .000

21 lbs rabbit meat
(15 .000 Kcal)
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This piece of history comes from a review in
Rural America, A Voice for Small Town and
Rural People, monthly, from Rural America,
If you live in northern North Dakota, you may have known about 1346 Connecticµt Ave. N.W., Washington,
Northern Lights for quite some time, but for us city folk it's just DC 20036; subscriptions $10.00/yr., memberships $15.00/yr.
starting to appear in the movie houses. It is a beautiful film that
appeals not only to the eyes and heart but also, upon learning the
story of how the film was made and promoted, to ideals of appropriateness" and "right livelihood."
The movie itself grew out of a narrower effort to document the
story of the Non-Partisan League, a political coalition of North Dakota farmers organized in the early 1900s. The league was a part of
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ducers, directors, editors and writers, both have roots in North Dakota. Nilsson's grandfather was the state's first cinematographer,
and Hanson grew up on his grandfather's farm. (Both are members
of Cine-Manifest, a progressive production company out of San
Francisco). In exploring their own ties to the land they discovered
the history of the Non-Partisan League; a history that is largely
forgotten, even in its home territory . As they worked they shared
their project with the community. Indeed, there are only three professional actors in the film; the local farmers and town folk who
make up the rest of the cast plant the film firmly in the land and its
history; they are better than actors, they are . representatives, and
their faces alone are incredible to watch.
As well as acting, these " non-professionals" provided ideas for
the script and scenes, machinery and other stuff for props , housing
for the camera crew, support and enthusiasm in abundance. In turn
the producers decided on a strategy of promotion and distribution
that has been taking the film from the " bottom" up. Starting at a
world premiere in Crosby, North Dakota (where they broke the
house record with a ·gross of $5500 in one week), the film has been
progressing steadily, finding praise and admiration both here in the
states and abroad. The people of North Dakota are understandably
proud and approving, but the film's appeal is universal.
It seems important, however, to know the full story behind the
film . Its success is all the more significant in recognition of the fact
that it was achieved outside the movie " industry." Proof that we
don't need "big money boys" to dictate art or business, and an inspiration for future efforts.
(Northern Lights is being distributed by New Front Films, Inc.,
and they generally try to organize opening night fundraisers for
some local good cause, so keep an eye out or ask your neighborhood
non-syndicated theater about it. If you're interested in getting 16
mm prints of the film yourself, write to Elaine Archer of New Front
Films: 4900 Ewing Ave . South, Minneapolis, MN 55410. A source
for this review was an article in the October 1979 issue of Filmmakers Monthly: "The Theatrical Self-Distribution of Northern
Lights," by John Hanson, pp. 19-24. Available from Sun Craft International Corporation, Box 115, Ward Hill, MA 01830, $10.00/
yr.)-KD
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"Rural communities, particularly low income rural communities, have often been
ruint!d in the name of developments: small
_
. farmers and farmworkers have lost their
' - - - - - - - - . . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - livelihoods, Native Americans have been
denied access to their homelands, small
Getting People Together in Rural Ameri~
businessmen
ruined and valuable agriculca, by Barbara Swaczy, 1979, from:
tural land lost." With that grain of salt the
The Northern Rockies Action Group
booklet goes on to describe how the public
, 9 Placer St.
and private sectors can be woven into workHelena, MT 59601
ing teams to attack, strategize and implement change in rural areas and small
" Helping people win improvements in
towns. The bulk of information the booklet
their lives is the most basic reason for oroffers is in descriptions of the larger public
ganizing a citizen group anywhere. In the
sector financing mechanisms like the
course of working together, people uncover
Farmer's Home Administration, the Enan equally central value of citizen action :
vironmental Protection Agency, HUD, and
an experience of the power that people can
the Economic Development Administraexert in a democracy. "
tion. They describe the available programs
Unashamedly pragmatic, this little book
(Titles, Sections, etc.) and give clues to
is a textbook for organizing. It's aimed as
applying for assistance from them. In each
much at the Vista recruit as the lifetime
instance the programs are aimed at small
resident recently angered into action. One
city governments and there is little infornice aspect of the book is its insistence on
mation for providing citizen access to the
process, and step one in the process is "lisfunding. Still, it's a very useful tool, partening well, keeping notes, and not jumpticularly for smaller communities where
ing to conclusions prematurely." I prefer to
the channels to local government mav be
believe that the most effective organizing
more open than in large cities. -CC
comes more or less organically from need,
so I dislike reading about "local residents
.. . Hoing work alongside the organizer."
Rise Gonna Rise, A Portrait of Southern
To me that' s out of kilter. Even so, this is
Textile Workers, Mimi Conway, 197.9 ,
an approach that's had its successes, and
$5.95 from:
·
this ltbok will be very helpful to anyone
Doubleday/ Anchor
choosing it.
245 Park Ave.
I'd encourage anyone to read also The
New York, NY 10017
Milagro Beanfield War by John Nichols for
perspective and humor. -CC
Rise Gonna Rise is the history of a political
(Paper $1.95 from: Ballantine Books, Inc.,
movement and the people who are making
Div. of Random House, 201 E. 50th, New
it in the town of Roanoke Rapids , North
York, NY 10022 .)
Carolina. It' s the story of the struggle by
mill workers (over 40 percent of the labor
force of North Carolina) to unionize the
Rural Development Programs, by The
J.P. Stevens Company . It's a story without
Center for Community Change, 1979,
as yet a happy ending.
$1.50 from:
When J.P. Stevens took over the mills in
Eileen Paul, Director of Publications
Center for Community Change
Roanoke Rapids in 1956 they ended the era
of paternalism that had been key to this
1000 Wisconsin Ave. N.W.
Washington, DC 20007
' town since its inception. They replaced
paternalism with Behavioral Systems, Inc.,
This one is aimed at civic leaders" rather
corporate psychology in action (headed by
than grass roots organizers . It opens with
former Minnesota Vikings' quarterback
caution against reckless rural development:
Fran Tarkenton). In the twenty years of its

•
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control Stevens has acquired a reputation
for miserable working conditions, little or
no retirement plans, anti-union activities,
and tax fraud.
In telling the history of Stevens workers
and the union, Mimi Conway focuses on
the individuals and families affected by the
struggle. Her examples are astonishing.
She tells of workers who participated in the
great 1934 General Textile Strike (the
largest general strike in U.S. history with
over a half million workers out) who are'
still working for the union! Their stories
are told with compassion, respect, journalistic expertise and often undisguised awe.
Many of them suffer from brown lung disease, the legacy of cotton dust, and have
organized the Carolina Brown Lung Association to fight for the health and safety of
mill workers. The textile industry journal
in 1969 called brown lung disease "a thing
thought up by venal doctors who attended
last year's International Labor Organization (ILO) meetings in Africa where inferior people are bound to be afflicted by new
diseases more superior people defeated
years ago." That's the sort of reasoning
-these amazing people of Roanoke Rapids
are having to contend with. The book will
make you love theni.. With any luck it will
make you join the J.P. Stevens boycott. -

cc

Inuit Journey, by Edith Iglauer, 1979,
$6.95 from:
University of Washington Press
Seattle, WA 98105
In 1959, a handful of Eskimos almost all
on relief" formed the first cooperative business in their history. Now the co-ops are
the largest single employer of Inuit (a name
they prefer to "Eskimo") in Canada. Their
assets are $14 million, with annual sales of
$23 million. All from a near bankrupt
group of individuals who had to borrow the
ten dollar filing fee to register as a business
·
in order to apply for government loans.
Their success stems from an extraordinary coming together of the right people at
the right time. The Inuit had suffered the
indignities and challenges to their independence that have been the mark of white
penetration into native lands. The civil servants who worked with them were exceptional " pragmatic idealists determined to
adjust the system."
Ms . Iglauer lived among the Inuit and in
sharing their daily lives came to love them.
Her documentary reflects this love for the
people, the land and the culture. Inuit journey is a good companion book to an earlier
one, Farley Mowat' s People of the Deer
(1968, Pyramid Publications Inc., 919
Third Ave., New York , NY 10022) . Together, the two books tell the awful tale of
white intervention and a possible alternative route to safeguarding a culture and
people. -CC
/1
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.PSYLLIDS
Pest Management Strategies in Crop
Protection, Volume I, Office of Technology Assessment, Oct., 1979, from:
Superintendent of Documents
·U.S. Government Printing Office
Washington, DC 20402
In November' s RAIN we reviewed Jerry
Goldstein's book Th e Least Is Best Pest
Strategy, which introduced and advocates
the implementation of a strategy for reducing pest-caused losses in food production
by a method called Integrated Pest Management (IPM) , integrating organic controls with the minimum use of petro- ·
chemical pesticides. Now the OTA, urged
by Senator Herman Talmadge (Chair of the
Senate Committee on Agriculture, Nutri- ·
tion and Forestry) has produced this study
which also advocates the implementation of
IPM, but this time with the clout of the
government' s own advisory arm . The conclusions are the same: yes , IPM can probably reduce the U.S. crop losses to pests by
50 percent, reduce pesticide use by 75 percent and reduce the "total pest control costs
by a significant amount. "
What' s really amazing in this study is
not only its findings, bq.t its recommendations. " Congress faces a choice between i)
the status quo for U.S. pest control methods, which although including IPM, continues to rely heavily on chemicals, or 2)
developing a strategy to accelerate the
present slow evolutionary shift to IPM as a
whole systems approach to U.S . crop protection." Moreover, they criticize the government for its " lack of cooperation and
coordination between federal and state
agencies which impede programs of basic
and applied IPM." In fact , the study agrees
with those of us who've been saying for
years that we "cannot obtain from. county
agents or agricultural experiment stations
mm;h, if any , information on how to manage pests without pesticid,e s."
As I read the study I was struck again
and ~gain by the value it will have to projects and organizations looking for the numbers and arguments to support their proposals for !PM-related work of their own.
And lastly the OTA has evaluated the
effect of this " North American crop protection technology" on the re5t of the· world .
So much of the petro-chemical pesticide
technology rampant in the world today
came,. after all, with U.S . aid. How we
change our practices and our message
abroad is a very complicated moral, as well
as technical and political, question considered, though of course not resolved, in the
book.
·
This is not.a how-to . It's a political
white-paper. The "how to' s" are still best
found in the work of the Olkowskis in
Berkel~y' s Farallones Institute. _:_cc

CATERPILLARS

lesson in ecology-and the philosophy of
eco-system management. "It is hoped that
this book will make you aware of the value
of all garqen insects and will inform you of
their life cycles, their feeding habits , and
the rnles they play in the garden' s ecology ." An.d the entomology lessons contained in "What Is an Insect?" and " How
In.sects Live and Grow" are clear; concise
and invaluable. Of course the bulk of the
book is what everyone's raving about. Color photos of insects in various stages, both
beneficial insects and those less so, are a
major contribution to insect damage control. Bugs are caught in the stages whei;e
they are less likely to be recognized . How
many of those little blue and qrange alligator-like critters did you squish before you,
realized they were Lady Beetle larva? The
book is a must for organic garden~rs. -CC

LEPl.DOPTERA
' Roda/e's Color Handbook of Garden
Insects, by Anna Carr, 1979, $12.95
from:
Rodale Press
Emmaus, PA 18049
Rodale' s new insect handbook accomplishes
several tasks beautifully. The inside covers
teach basic insect keying (determining what
it is by what it's got). The introduction is a

(
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Olf st1or e bar .

PLUNGERS AND SPI'"'LERS. T/w plunger dt tire right lws " crest whic/1 rises up dnd

(di.ls ~nto its own trough, sometimes compressing"" explosive tulmd of dir in its curl. 'l'hc
spiller to the left brealcs over ll more grddudl bcdc/1 slope ""cl its crest tumbles down its
own f()rward slope.
·
,

The.Beaches Are Moving, Wallace Kaufman and Orrin Pilkey, 1979, $10.95
from:
·
Anchor Press/Doubleday
245 Park Avenue
New York, NY 10017.
The way we' re developing the shorelines of
our country is setting us up for storm disasters larger than this nation has ever
known. The futile technological defenses
we are building on our shores are them-

I

selves a vastly expensive contribution to
the hazard and to the destruction of a resource that has tremendous value to both
the economy and the spirit. The forces of
shoreland evolution are simply and clearly
laid out here, along with our past efforts to
freeze a dynamic process, the disastrous
effects of our efforts, and a primer on how
to live with the beaches . A quite .useful
resource for anyone in a coastal area
threatened by either development or with
salvation by the Army Corpse of Engineers. -Tom Bender
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During the recent Oregon Energy Independence C~nference at
Lewis and Clark College here 'in Portlarid I had the opportunity to
have lunch with Valerie Pope Ludlam (Co-fa.under and Director of
the San Bernardino West Side Community Development Corporation), Michele Tingling (Chairperson of Minorities Organized for
Renewable Energy-MORE) and Dusky Rhodes (Regional Coordinator for the Center for Renewable Resources). I was curious about
the beginnings of MORE, its program r:znd perspective. In true Watergate fashion I taped the conversation and then edited out the
sunfiower seeds and tea stains to produce this piece. -CC

VP: It really came home to me that the solar and renewables movement is trying to become a middle class issue and more specifically a
white middle class issue when I went to the first Center for Renewable Resources Solar America Conference. We ~ouldn't really be
heard. The only person that kinda hung onto us was Jim Parker
(from Montana). He was concerned about the same issues. A few of
us asked the conference to adopt a minority platform and to set up a
minority coalition made up of the minority delegates that were
there, so that the center could start to look at,issues that related to
the ethnic minority community. There was a fight!
They wanted to know why did we need more.minorities!
DR: It had to do with the question of affirmative action for the next
conference. It wasn't "We don't want minorities involved ... .
VP: They wanted to know, "How many do we have to haver' I
heard that! Anyway, we were all together ... all the goodies·· : ..
Jim Parker wrote the resolution and it was introduced and we got it
through.
.
MT: Let me ask you, did the question ever come up about the resources being diverted from·other "more important" activities?
That's what happened at the first Citizen Labor Energy Coalition
conference. I put through this memo about the importance of having a minorities coordinator. In order for the movement to have
legitimacy it needs to have minorities. If you just put them in as a
subset of your regional organiz~rs it's not going to be a priority.
You demonstrate where your priorities lay by where you put your
Most of us have been hearing about Valerie
Pope and the San Bernardino CDC for
some time. As Michele says, "If you go
anywhere in Washington where they do
anything in solar and renewables and you
mention minorities, the name they will
bring up is Valerie Pope." The fact is their
project is one of t4e most. viable nationwide-in the majority or minority communities. I had never heard Valerie describe its inception, so when she began to in
her address to the conference, I taped that
too.

"In 1968 there were about 300 women in
the city of San Bernardino who all found
themselves on welfare : We were the whipping boys for politicians who said welfare
mothers were keeping ·ou.r federal budget
up in the sky. We knew that all kinds of
programs were comirig down the pipe to
deal with the problems we were faced with,
but none of those programs were reaching
us. They were being stopped somewhere
along the way in the form of administrative budgets. We wer.g 'the ones being accused of ripping off th~ tpxpayers' money
and we were not receiv,ing it. One of the
things that bothered us a lot was the fact
~hat our kids were going to school and graduating from high school without learning
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resources. Some of the people got up and started talking about
where the money would come from: "Does it come out of this pot
here, does it take away from our regional organizers?" And that's
what it came down to. That's why I ask the ques_tion here.
DR: Well, there weren't any resources to talk about.
VP: We got ours through because Dusky hung onto it. So we called
our first meeting of MORE. That's how it happened.
One of the reasons for our involvement in energy was that we
couldn't find any other minorities involved. In our training programs we wanted to train people for jobs for the future and the solutions to energy problems was one area where there wasn't training available, so it seemed like a natural.
MT: Since we started MORE it's much easier to identify groups '
because they come to us.
VP: We could have worked through groups like the NAACP, the
Urban League, or any of those, but then what would happen to the
- other minorities-the Native American, Puerto Rican and Chicano
groups-oth~r ·constituencies?
CC: There are large national organizations of other minorities .
if you wanted to form a coalition . . .

It really came home to me that the solar
and renewables movement is trying to
become a white middle class issue ..
MT: This is a coalition, but of individuals. The other kind just
doesn't work fast enough. The difficulty is we're working under a
time factor. Solar and renewable jobs are not going to be entry level
like they are now forever. Big business is moving in. The petroleum
industry's bought up 40 percent of the copper companies. Somebody said something a~out a plastic collector? Anything to make
solar an industry that can be controlled by the conglomerates so we
can no longer get into it. When they talk about solar being com-

any job relat_ed skills. Many of them could
not read and write. So, we were concerned
about the education of our children. We ·
were also concerned about the condition of
the housing we lived in.
I'd been actively involved in the civil
rights movement so I had a long track record of organizing. I'd been involved with
the NAACP, with CORE, with the Freedom Sch~ols, been chased by the Ku Klux
Klan-everything that you can think of
that's related t.o the civil rights mqvementI've been involved with. So when I found
myself in the position of a welfare recipient
one thing that was ve.ry clear to me was,
when you've got a problem and there are
several people around you with the same
problem, you organize for action td solve
that problem.
·
We started to look around at the agencies that had the responsibility for resolving some of those problems and one of
them happened to be the local community
aCtion-agency. We found out that they ·
were sending money back unspent every
year. We went down and we asked for a
small budget. We submitted a proposal,
they said the money wasn't available. So
we went down and took over and we sat-in
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mercially feasible they' re always talking about the Solar Ener.g y
Industries Association (see MR's review of The Sun Betrayed).
They're not talking about low-level technology meeting basic
needs. Even the solar activists are not talking about it. By the time
it takes us to go through the major organizations, many of whom
don't even have policies in this area, by the time it would take us to
get them to commit themselves to doing what it is that some of us
are already doing-it would be too late. We can't afford to wait any
longer.
DP: The MORE steering committee may not be from the large national minority organizations but all of them are from the local
groups that are doing renewable related projects.
VP: We ask that the members be at least involved in some renewable resources. We didn't want to bring together a bunch of ethnic
minorities just to talk.
CC: Do you use MORE to leverage money? How do you plan to
keep employment in the energy field 'open for minorities? How .do
you promote the issues and provide minorities with access to programs?
,
MT: MORE is trying to get funded . In the meantime we volunteer
a lot of our time. We raise the issues in a lot of different places. The
network is constantly expanding. Every time we go through a city
we add on a lot of people . The interest i_s there. We've already identified that.
CC: What's the program?
MT: We're-trying to do a survey to identify all of the ethnic
"
minorities who are already interested or involved in solar and otner
renewable technologies, basically people for whom we don't have to
do a long educational program to convince them .t hat' solar and renewables work. Through identifying them we want to develop a
guide. A very simple guide that says where the reseurces are,
where you can go for money, who h~s the information, where are
the models you can go to see what's being do·ne, and who else is
involved in your area so that you can get in touch . That's the first

there for six weeks and we found out in fact .
that the money was there. We went.
through their books and were able to identify the money and we got them to give us
our first grant which was $5,000.
Well, that soon ran out. We continued
to harass and raise hell with those agencies
that we thought were responsible for meeting our needs until the U.S. Justice Department came out to see what 300 women in
San Bernardino were raising hell about.
That led to our getting a grant from the
regional office in San Francisco.
We recognized pr.etty quickly that the
name Welfare Rights was' turning a lot of
people off, so we came up with a name we
thought would sound better and that was
the West Side Community Development
Corporation."
Classic roots for an organization that
now trains people in six separate programs
and has about sixty employees; including ,
project managers and vocational trainers.
Starting with Veterans Administration
support their first projects were the·rehabilitation of abandoned houses owned by
the VA. They restored a total of 52 and
stabilized th_at neishborhood. When it be-

cont.
came clear that solar and insulation programs were to become priorities for funding sources for low income p~ople (studies
showed that approximately 49 percent of
low income people's income is spent on
energy) the West Side CDC put together
CETA, VA, HUD, and other program
monies to rehabilitate and retrofit 10
houses to meet Section 8 guidelines. (Section 8 is the HUD subsidized housing prograJl1 which provides reduced cost housing
to low income people.) These units are all
supplied with space and water heat from a
central solar system designed and construc:ted by the CDC. After much negotiating the CDC purchased the houses and with
Section 8 subsidies is able to provide them
to residents for $40.00 a month.
At about the same time they implemented city and county Office of Community Development funds :to retrofit 40 units
of public housing with solar equipment. By
now Wes_t Side CDC manufactures and
sells its own solar equpment (at competitive
prices) as part of its training program and is
exploring the possibilities of getting into
the solar collector absorber plate coating
business and the manufacturing of concrete
blocks. -CC

.
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phase of the program. You see, all the agencies, all the foundations,
all the organizations are saying, "Where are the minorities? We
can't f~nd them. The interest is just .not there." We're the living
proof that that's not true.
·
VP: You know, when I first went to the DOE for some major contracts I said, "You haven't let any of these contracts to black folk. 1 '
And they said, " Well, there are none there or they're not qualified," and I know that's not true . ·
MT: Trying to get into the energy field is like trying to get into any
job market for minorities. We're always over-qualified or underqualified or we just don't exist. When people start to talk abour-·affirmative action I have to say-WHERE? I mean where is it?

VP: She's absolutely right!
CC: My question then is, now that things are beginning to happen
for you, minorities are beginning to be included . ..
MT: No! That's what they want you to see. Things are happening
for Valerie Pope. You were right the first time, but you didn't carry
it to its conclusion.
DR: Valerie is the one in the whole country!
MT: If you go anywhere in Washington where they do anything in
solar and renewables and you mention minorities, the name they .
will bring up is Valerie Pope. If you mentio~ Valerie Pope they will
say San Bernardiho, and that is not the.minority community! You
see they' re trying to buy us off and buy Valerie off and they say,
Well, she's doing it so why can't you? She did it by pulling herself
up by her bootstraps and didn't heed any help." That is just garbage! Every successful industry in this country has had government
subsidy to get started and some of them still have it to maintain
themselves now.
VP: One of the many questions that are asked rrie is Are you gonna take the businesses you're developing to support your non-profit
effqrts?" and I say, "No, I don'' intend to." Those are things, by
legislation, that the government should be doing . I'd have to be
bigger than General Motors to carry the social needs of my community. I don't intend to try to do that.
MT:.The danger is that people still tend to focus on how wonderful
things are and don't look at what else is happening all around-or
what is not happening.
VP: For every opening that we get for our programs we could probably fill it fifty times . Fo'r every slot! ~d I have to fight for my
money every year!
MT: She gets herself ready by getting mad about what happened
the last time.
VP: That's right. They don't mail me any checks! I have to go back
there and raise holy hell-every time. I'm still fighting for every
penny. O
11

I'd have to be bigger than General
Motors to carry the social needs of
my community.
VP: Maybe the majority community operates the same way; I
don't knoV\'., but we literally .have to kick the door down . We literally have to put our foot in the door and hold it open.
Mi: Not only that but we have to continuously raise the issues.
One of the things we found in Boulder (at the second Center for
Renewable Resources Conference August ·1979) was that there were
more people like Jim Parker. The issues we were articulating were
issues that others felt the conference wasn't focusing on. Low income kinda cuts across the races. There are a whole lot of low income white folks out there who are discriminated 1lgainst too . Who
are not being allowed to participate. Who don't feel a part of the
movement. Even though they're into the ethic.
Thanks to Jim Parker we have Friends of MORE. People who
have the same interest and perspective but are of the majority community. It's a difficult ~ituation but we know what our priorities
are .. At the same time we know what the solar movement's priorities are and we're trying to make th~m mesh wherever possible.
That doesn' t mean that we're going to change ours and that doesn't
mean that we' re going to expect them to drop everything that
they' re doing and jump on our bandwagon either.
CC: So MORE' s priorities . . . you're going to put together a directory? Will this be similar to, say, the Women in A.T. directory
(from N CAT), so that businesses, etc., can hire minorities ...
MT: Well, that's not quite it. We're talking about a guide to be
used by minorities for minorities, but it's also the kins! of guide that
can be used by, for example, federal agencies. They won't be able to
say they can't identify minorities in the field because we will have
done that .
The next part of the program will be to hold a national workshop
for minorities working with renewables. Having identified them we
want to bring them together. After that we'll try to sponsor regional workshops and pull in local entrepreneurs or small businesses and churches. These ate people who need to know that solar
does work and is applicable to minorities ·a nd low income budgets
and people .
·
CC: A friend of mine, a long time black activist, warned me that if
things began to look good for us, if doors were opening and money
flowed in our direction, it might indicate that we' re not having any
real effect. If we were having any real effect, doors would be slamming in our face . The powers that be" would do everything to
limit our successes.
11

/1

They won't be able to say that they can't
identify minorities in the field because
we will have done that.
For more information contact:
Michele A. Tingling, Chairperson, MORE (Minorities Organized for Renewable Energy), 130218th St. N.W., Washington, .
DC 20036, 202/466-6040.
Valerie Pope Ludlam, Director, San Bernardino West Side Community Development Corporation, 1736 W. Highland Ave., San
Bernardino, CA 92411, 714/887-2546.
Dusky Rhodes, Regional Coordinator, Center for Renewable
Resources, 1001 ConnecticueAve. N.W., 5th Floor, Washington,
DC 20036, 202 /466-6880.
.
Please remember that these are all low-budget operations. With
your request for information' send at least a self-addressed stamped
envelope. Mon~y to cover. their time and printing costs would
surely be appreciated.

Jim Parker, quoted in Raindrops and n.oted_above, is now a consultant to MORE (free) and to other energy-related projects (not free)
around the country. You can write him care of P.O. Box 1154, Helena, MT 59601, or call 5061443-5671.
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Is Population a Problem~

Tom Bender and Lane deMoll
For a long time the hullab~loo about the Population Explosion has
made us personally uncomfortable at an irrational, unreasonable,
gut level that is often to be listened to. Over the past year or so the
bits and pieces of the factual side of the arguments have been falling
into place. That has been paralleled by first-hand experience with
the truly sacred atmosphere that surrounds giving birth and the
almost magical ability of small children to inspire openness and
generosity in those around them-even among strangers in the
most unlikely places, like in a bus station or on an elevator. Surely
we need more of these warm feelings and bursts of positive energy
in the world, not less. The questions raised here are difficult ones
and their answers and implications far from sure. Your reactions
and responses are welcome.
A number of years ago Mao Tse-Tung quietly challenged the prevalent attitude towards population with an unequivocal statement that
people are China's greatest resource. His statement seemed to bewilder most people. Was he referring to something unique to .
China's situation, or was he saying something quite universal but
difficult for our.Western ears to understand? Sometime later, E.F.
Schumacher made a similar statement in one of his talks-"Each of
us is born with a mind and two hands, and should be considered a
valuable resource rather than a burden.'' Again people's reactions
seemed to bypass his point. Is it possible that there is a germ of
something important here? Could it be that we don't understand
the population question well enough?

With these questions fermenting in our minds, a recent article on
the resistance which various diseases have built up to antibiotics
opens up a whole new perspective on the population question. Antibiotics are losing their effectiveness. Using them indiscriminately
for every common cold, dumping them into animal feed to counteract unhealthful animal-raising conditions in "food facto~ies," and
taking them in massive doses for VD "prevention" as was common ·
in Vietnam has resulted in extremely rapid development of immune
strains of various diseases. The dosage of pencillin needed to have
any effect is now tens and hundreds of times what was necessary

twenty years ago. Many diseases no longer respond to pencillin at
all, and require stronger antibiotics that have worse side-effects :
Rumors of an untreatable strain of VD have struck fear into the
hearts and parts of millions. Similarly, resistances to DDT and
other pesticides have been built up by malaria-carrying mosquitos
and insects that spread other diseases. As it stands now, the whole
spectrum of antibiotics is expected to be useless by about 1985, taking us back to where we were a generation ago before the introduc·
tion of wonder drugs.
Almost, but not quite. We will again be without the defenses of
antibiotics, but facing much more virul~nt strains of diseases and
having a population with fewer resistances and immunities to disease. Massive epidemics are almost certain. Antibiotics and our .
cock-sure attitude towards disease and death may very soon be seen
as another Faustian Bargain for which we now must pay the bill. A
larger population may be the only means of having any change left
after paying that bill.
· The global population "explosion," and our fear of it, has occurred in large part during this technologically produced lull when
we thought ourselves exempt from the laws of nature-when death
rates from disease and war were temporarily pushed off into the
future. We've been in a lucky period when the four horsemen of
the apocalypse were away tending matters elsewhere, but they may
be returning soon, and with a vengeance spurred by our own inventiveness. Global war, industrial poisons, radiation-related diseases
and newly virulent viruses .and bacteria respect no boundaries and
put our whole population at risk. When we consider these delayed
effects of the actions that have permitted our present short-term
population bulge, our fears of overpopulation may become overshadowed by fears of global extinction.
The tenor of the massive U.S. government programs to " encourage" birth control both here and abroad raise other questions as to
our true motives. The word "control" is an important one here .
Verified news reports have revealed forced sterilization of welfare
mothers and Native Americans, as well as massive governmentfinanced export of dangerous and defective birth control devices .
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Population cont.
Sterilization campaigns we have urged onto underdeveloped countries have brought public outrage and reaction-including at least
one case of the castration of Peace Corps volunteers in retribution.
Do these all speak as much of oppressing the po01.: and "less desirable" parts of the population as they do of a humane concern for the
rights and well-being of others?

The global population uexplosion"
occurred when we thought ourselves
exempt from the laws of nature ...
The suspicions these actions raise are furthered when we delve
into the beginnings of our national population concern to find the
Rockefellers, their foundations, and money from other wealthy,
liberal Americans providing the dollars, voices, and influence that
macje population control a major public concern. The impact of people on resources is far from equal-an American consumes as many
resources as 25 Indians, and our 6 percent of the world's popul<;ition
consumes more than 40 percent of the world's resources. Is it possible that lurking beneath our well-intended actions might be the
unconscious self-interest of a wealthy society and its wealthiest
citizens trying to eliminate competitors with stronger claims of
need for the world's re~ources that we monopolize?
Th~ research of Frances Moore Lappe and Joseph Collins a't:'the
Institute for Food Development Policy has clearly shown that overpopulation is not the real problem today in any country. The real
problem is who controls the land and resources, preventing people
from producing the food they need. The fact that many in Central

{.....__EN_E_RG_Y__,,,,__)
/obs and Energy: The Employment and
Economic Impacts of Nuclear Power,
Conservation, and Other Energy Options, by Steven Buchsbaum and James
W. Benson:, 1979, 300 pp., price on request from:
Council on Economic Priorities
84 Fifth Ave.
New York, NY 10011
212/691-8550
Finally there exists a definitive study that
counteracts all of the ''conservation means
sacrifice" claptrap we hear so much of these
days. Not only that, it clearly shows (as
Amory Lovins has) that conservation and
solar make far more economic sense than
nuclear power.
Focussing on Jamesport, Long Islan_d
I

America are forced to eke out a starvation living on precipitous
mountainsides does not come from there being too many people.
The reality is that almost all of the agricultural land of the country
has been "expropriated" by U.S. corporations to grow bananas,
coffee, and other luxury products for the American table inste.ad of
food for the local people. Almost 55 percent of the world's farmable
land is held out of production by large landowners and corporations. The government-forced growing of cash crops for export instead of food, the use of land for non-food luxury products and to
feed lives~ock instead of people, and corporate control of the food
processing system are the cause of people starving. Left alone, ·hungry people feed themselves. Is it possible that the greed of a few,
not the n·eed of many, is the real root of the population problem?
Our concern to keep our own population low in order to keep our
per capita wealth high might be acting against our own self-interets
in other ways. Would we be better off leaner and keener? Historically it is the individuals, institutions and societies that have had to
keep their wits and " hunting skills" sharp that survive, not those
who are overfed, overweight, sated and complacent. Is our unnecessary use of other people's' resourc.es worth that threat we feel of the
possibility of their acting to get them back? How many of our personal·possessions are worth the hassle of r~pairing, hauling around
and protecting from theft? Would we have better functioning, safer
and more loved communities if the real need for sharing and work. ing togethe! wasn't eliminated by our wealthy "self-reliance"?
To change our views on population probably means more people,
at least in the short run. And more people means less for everyone,
. or so the story goes. But less of what, and might that be better for
·us? To the poor, large numbers of children means more-more

Overpopulation is not the real problem
today'in any country. The real problem
is who controls the land and resources

(New York), where the Long Island Lighting Company would like to build a two-unit
nuclear generating plant, the study compares the costs of that construction, and the
potential jobs created, against those of a
"Conservation/ Solar Scenario" involving
only residential energy use and readily
available technology. The Conservation/
Solar scenario includes 20 conservation
methods, 12 improved appliances, and two
basic solar measures (solar domestic hot
water systems and pas·sive solar design in
new homes) . Implementation of this sce.nario does not require any consumer life-,
style "sacrifices." In fact, homeowners
who follow the scenario would find themselves with " increased discretionary income."
The book is well-documented and rather
technical-but ~hile it's not exactly entertaining reading, some of its findings are
quite dramatic. Some highlights appear
below. -MR

•A national conservation/solar model
· along the lines of the Long Island scenario
could be expected to generate approximately one million jobs in the U.S. over
the next 38 years. This is two and a half
times the number of jobs that would be
created by an equivalent supply of oil, natural gas and electricity.
. '
•A typical household in the county of the
proposed nuke could eliminate over 40 percent of its energy consumption by adopting
the conservation/solar model. The initial
expenditure' of approximately $2200 would
pay for itself in eight years.'
•Conservation/solar in the residential sector alone would save half the amount of
energy that one unit of the nuclear facility
could produce. If electricity used applied to
commercial and industrial sectors were
improved to the same extent, total energy
savings would total more than the output
of this on~ nuclear unit. Furthermore, it
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chance for survival, more chance·of being supported.in old ag·e,
more hands to work and bring home income, more loved ones
around. It's only .when we get to the over-rich, with high material.
. expenditures for 'college educations, freeways, suburban homes ,
television sets, etc., that the benefits of people are outweighed by
their " costs."
'
Is it possible that our views on population have not only been
short-sighted and self-interested but have robbed us of many benefits of a more loving attitude toward other people? Have we demeaned our feelings and actions toward others by considering them
"surplus population" and feeling threatened by their existence,
rather than knowing them as real individuals to be loved and
cherished? How much do we alter our attitudes towards our bodies
and relationships ~ith others when the r~sponsibi'lity and nature of
sex is reduced to merely pleasure? Or does that give us a better un·d erstanding of the interplay of sex and love? Have we lost sight of

~

.

,

j~eproductive freedom" is very

!J.·t n~~fferent

from

"populatio~ control.,,

~4

the incredible positive energy of birth and of children, and their
ability to draw people together across almost all barriers of society?
Have we not seen in our own lives how much hunger there is in
people for that special energy which children give, and how much
that gift.is valued? Are children and grandchildren a more rewarding " family ef\tertainment cener" than a TV? Have we even, for
the moment, lost sight of death and the hard but important lessons
it holds for us-of lessening our outsized sense of our own importance and power·, of bringing us to truly cherish -and live our lives
fully, and to understand better the interplay of the varied strands of
nature .that interweave with our lives?
It is difficult to sort through these co~plicated personal and social
issues. It is important not to belittle the positive personal freedom
and empowerment of our increasing ability to choose when and if to
have children-p~hicularly fOF women. Certainly it is the
·
individual's respqnsibility towards life-~ne' s own and others' that is important, not directives handed down by the powerful-be
they church or st.ate. "Reproductive freedom" is very different
from "populatio~ ~ontrol, " We are better judges of our personal

More people means less for everyo~e, or
so the story goes. But less of what?
and community resources a,nd what they will support in both numbers and living style than is some distant " authority."
Traditions ~1m~t be living things and must always be relearned
and made real in,each of our lives. Such things as Papal proclamations.may only be the hollow echo of dead and forgotten beliefs, but
we need to listen':careflllly to them and to other voices that don't
mesh easily with oµr current understandings . They can give us~
needed sense of values and beliefs that span more than our own
micro-conditions-:--fouchstones that get us to dig deeper and question more fully the basis of o~r own attitudes.
It's quite possible that in the n_ext twenty years fertility an~ children will become again a valued survival mechanism, and tha_t their
value and role in the whole web of human society will be rediscov,ered. Looking ahead at that now, we can see the strangeness in our
present condition and the value of changing it. We can see ho'": our
cuhural heritage of "wide-open spaces" blinds u~ to the value·of
close community and of self-development in close interaction witn
others.
·
. "'
We can discover that moral resources are at least the equal of
material ones, and that privacy can be found within ourselves as
well as in separation from other people. Centeredness can be found
in meditation as well as in huge tracts of preserved wilderness. The
crowded cultures of Asia have always known this. We can lea:rµ that
Tender Loving Care can produce more food than can fertilizers, and
on tiny plots of land. More people may mean more Beethovens,
more Beatles, more Buddhas and more greatness as well as rripre
elbows to bump into. And we may discover that the secrets of the
universe can be found in the peaceful oasis of a tiny Zen garden
more easily than in our busy cities of today.
It is possible that people, rather than being a proble~, may b~ .
one of the most precious and wonderful inventions in our universe:
.

l
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would cost 75 percent less to save this
amount of energy through-installation of
conservation and solar equipment than to
produce it at this nuclear site.
•Every million ;dollars spent' on the en ergy
conservation/solar energy strategy would
generate 1.4 times as .much employment as
each million dollars spent on the nuclear
facility.
·

Energy Future: Report"of the Energy
Project at the Harvard Business School,
edited by Robert Stob'l.ugh and Daniel
Yergin, $12.95 from:
Random House
New York, NY 10022
. :;

Advocacy of solarl c:onservation strategies
to solve America's e;,_ergy dilemma lost any
remaining tinge of heresy in establishment
circles with the publication last year of this
landmark study. The Harvard Business

School research team uses the kind of con:..
servative, hardh~aded analysis-favored by
government and business policymakers,
and reaches the conclusion that no near. term prospect exists for a substantial increase. in production 9f domestic oil, gas,
coal or nuclear power. They see only two
real choices for the U.S. in the '80s and
'90s: the hazardous one of continuing to
import huge quantities of oil or the sensible
one of accelerating development of conservation and small-scale solar.
Energy Future editors Stobaugh and
Yergin , anticipating charges by defenders
of conventional energy sources that their
conclusions somehow link them to the philosophy of " romanticists who have a vision
. . . of'a. post-industrial society," stress
their belief in economic growth and a free
market. However, free market advocacy
does not blind them to the presence of severe distortions in the existing energy marketplace which prevent conservation and

solar from competing on an equal footing
with other energy sources. To remove
these distortions , they favor a combination
of government sanctions and incenti~es,_·
with a greater emphasis on the carrot,than
on the stick. Surprisingly, they belieye
their calculation that the true cost oflmported oil may be.triple wh~t ~e pay fo~. it
" suggests an incentive pay~ent or,otheF
form of offsetting,subsidy of two-thirds of
the cost of implementing conpervation and
solar energy, " but they stop short o( recommending so drastic a polic:y, and believe
smaller incentives to be sufficient.
Energy Fut.ure is as notable for the'quality of its presentation as for its conclusion,s,.
The Harvard tea111 has met the challenge of
preparing a good short study of an iin- · '
mense and complex topic,·and their analyses of the future prospects of oil, coal, gas
and nuclear are as worth reading as th~it ' ··
comments on solar and conservation. Definitely take a look at this book. -JF
1
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Courses and Conferences

*

A symposium on "The Harmony of
Health: Body, Mind and Spirit" will be
offered in Los Angeles on Feb. 16 by the
Holmes Center for Research in Holistic
Healing. Speakers will include Norman
Cousins and Dr. Roger]. Williams. For
further inform_ation contact the Holmes
Center, P.O. Box 75127, Los Angeles, CA
90075.

The National Public Law Training Center offers legal advocacy training to
community workers serving disadvantaged and negleCted populations. Upcoming courses in the Washington, DC
area include "Legal Advocacy Skills'
(Feb. 4-8) and "Housing Law for NonLawyers" (Mar: 11-14). Contact Pat
Poweres, NPLTC, 2000 P St. N.W.,
Suite 600, Washington, DC 20036.
Six free seminars on various aspects of solar energy development are being offered in
Eugene, Oregon between Jan. 16 and Mar.
11. Topics include the BPA pilot program
in solar water heating, development of solar in southern Oregon, and the role of the
Western Solar Utilization Network in solar
energy marketing. Contact the Solar Energ¥ Center, Dept. of Architecture, U. of
Oregon , Eugene, OR 97403.

A wood energy trade show and conference
for business people and the general public
will be held in Seattle, Feb. 4-7. Contact
Mary Crandal, WWREC, Puyallup, WA
98317.

"Population, Food, Resource and Environmental Policy" is the am_b itious
theme of the fourth Capon Springs
Public Policy Conference to be held in ·
Philadelphia, Feb. 22-24. For information, contact Beverly Grafel, Population/Food Fund, 3431West64th Ave.,
Apt. 2, Anchorage, AK 99502.
The Farallones Institute Rural Center is
offering three residential workshops in
horticulture. For 1980 they are offering a
separate 5-week program in both Bio-Intensive Horticulture and Edible Landscaping. There will be a one-week workshop in
Food and Nutrition in the Garden. Fol information send a 9x12 self-addressed envelope with 41 cents postage to The Farallones Institute Rural Center, 15290
Coleman Valley Road, Occidental, CA,
95465.

Insultant Technologists Inc., a nonprofit, community service organization, will offer hands-on workshops in
conservation techniques and passive
solar utilization, Jan. 17-20 and Feb. 7- ·
10 in the Portland area. Contact ITI at
5000 N. W. Broadway, #5, West Linn,
OR 97068.

"Alternatives to Nuclear'' is the title of
a Western States legal defense skills
and strategy meeting at Laney College,
Oakland, CA, Jan. 18-20. Several hundred people are expected to share ideas ·
and build solidarity between anti-nuclear and other constituencies. Space is
limited, so check before sending $20
registration fee to 558 Capp St., San
Francisco, CA 94110, or call (415) 2821109.
Denis Hayes, M . King Hubbert , David
Morris and Garrett Hardin will be among
the speakers at a conference entitled "Design for the 21st Century: Food, Energy
and Appropriate Technology" to be held
Feb. 22-23 rn Davis,· CA 95616.

Help Wanted-*
The New Western Energy Show is seeking
an administrator to begin work in early
spring. The person chosen will help coordinate a traveling road show, technical displays, publications, a library and other activities of the organization, and must have a
background in office management and public relations. For further information contact Carol Heyman, NWES, 226 Power
Block, Helena, MT 59601, 406/443-7272 .

Responsible Urban Neighborhood Technology has an opening for a, paid coordinator
on its integral urban house project in Portland. Contact RUNT, P.O. Box 40562,
Portland, OR 97240.

Community clinic seeks full-time physician. Emphasis on wholistic, preventive health care. Malpractice insurance
provided. $25 ,000-$35 ,000 per year.
Contact Douglas Parker, White Bird
Clinic, 341E.12th Ave., Eugene, OR
97401,503/342-8255.
Forelaws on Board, an Oregon group attempting to further environmental and
energy consciousness, needs volunteers to
help circulate anti-nuclear petitions and
staff tables. One petition is to prevent further construction of nuclear plants, another is to close existing plants. In Portland, call 232-0047 or 232-6580; in Salem,
399-1614; in Eugene, 687-2557. ·

General Announcements 1f
The 10th Anniversary of Earth Day (remember Earth Day?) will be April 22,
1980. Neighborhood and community
groups across the country will be involved
in a celebration of the earth. ED '80 will be
a time for citizens to look back on the last
ten years and forward into the second environmental decade. People interested in
putting together local events can contact
Richard Kinane, Earth Day '80, Suite 510,

1001 Connecticut Ave. N.W. , Washington, DC 20036, or call 202 /293-2550:

SOLAR FINANCING: The Department of
Energy is holding workshops throughout
the nation to provide the financial community with the Information it needs to anticipate the growing demand for solar loans.
These one-day sessions will address the
practices and policies of lenders, insurers,
and utilities toward the solar community.
For information about workshops to be
held in your area call the National Solar
Information Center at 8001523-2929.
Pennsylvania residents call 8001462-2983.

AMAZING BUT TRUE: Your RAIN
staff has been conducting its day-to- ·
day business with the aid of only one
typewriter! If any of our Portland-area
readers has an old, unused machine,
we'd love to press it into service.
MOST WANTED LISTS: RAIN will do
another mass mail promotion soon and
would like to hear from like-minded organizations interested in exchanging mailing lists. Contact John Ferrell, RAIN Resourc~s Coordinator.

WANTED: INFORMATION ON NET
ENERGY ... especially net energy from
_
nuclear power as the energy source, or
comparing net en ergy need to produce nuclear power as opposed to other alternative
energy sources. Contact: CASE (Citizens
Association for Sound Energy), P.O. Box
4123, Dallas , TX 75208, phone 214/9469446

A SECOND CHANCE? The Department of Housing and Urban Development {HUD) is now reconsidering cases
in which a homeowner was rejected by
HUD for an assignment of his/her
mortgage between May 17, 1976, and
January 31, 1979: If you wish to have
your application reconsidered, contact
your local HUD Field Office . .
The Grass Roots Investment Network seeks
to facilitate transfer of personal financial
assets to constructive channels. It is cur- _
rently compiling a DIVEST List of corporations which flagrantly violate social and ·
environmental responsibility and a SUPPORT List of food co-ops, community
banks, land trusts and other enterprises
which play a positive role. Send contributiQns for either list to Ricky Greenwald,
GRIN, Hampshire College, Amherst, MA
01002.
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SUBURBAN EcoTOPIA PosTER
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Lane deMoll and Linda Sawaya
48 pp. , 1979, $4.00

The first exciting glimpses o f an Ecotopian visi o n . . .. C han ces arc yo u 've already
seen Diane Schatz's Urban ccMop ia Pt>S tcr.-o n the cov er of Rainbook, reprinted in
cou ntless numbers of books and publicati o ns , o r o n a frirnd' s wa ll . Its cit y street
<c cnc gives literal expression to th e idea o f urban sel f-rel iance-w here co tt ag e
industries, coo perativ e institutions and a pp rop ri ate tec hn o log ies co mbine to m ake
the ci ty a ha bi ta bk and h appy pl ace to be .
. If yo ur co n cern is rcin h abiti n g the
sub urb s, you sh o uld visit Diane 's S 11b11rba11 Ecoropia, where th e same po tenti al can
be seen in ga rd ens, so lar g rL'L'nh o uSL'S and w indm ills. Bo th o f these line-draw n
pos ters arc rich in detail and perfrrt fo r co lo rin g.

A co mplete ind ex to the fir st fo ur vo lum es of R A IN (Octobn
I 974 through September I 978) and Rai11hook, in d udin g a
fou r-p age , iss ue-by-iss ue li stin g of articles. ln dispcnsible fo r in fo rm ation networkcrs, librarie s and n ew friends o f RAIN, th e Raindcx is th e perfect way to di scover our bac k pages and the m agic th at li es therein. Yea rl y su pplemrnts w ill be
av ailable for eac h subsequent vo lu me every Oc to ber.

J,~~'~:~~~:~,:~: :,~~~:~d~:I:E~,,,~blications
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cos mos, we mu st pu sh beyond j u st " fun cti o nal" co n sid erati o ns. We need to rL·cs tabli sh a deeper se n se of pu rp oSL' . These medit ati o ns o n eco logica l co nsc io usnL·ss
arc offe red to help us SL' t our hea rts and mind s str aig ht , before we put o ur hands to
work. A penet rating co llection o f sho rt th o ug ht-pi eces, qu o tati o n s , sy mb o ls and
dre am s.
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STEPPING STONES:
APPR O PRIATE TECHNOLOGY AND BEYOND

Edited by Lane deMoll and Gigi Coe
208 pp. ' 1978, $7 .95

'

The philosophical strands of thou g ht fr o m which a new
socia l vis io n is being wovrn . . Sti·pping Stones brings toge ther in o ne pl ace m an y of th e classic essays that h ave g iveri
ri se to the appropriatL' te chn o log y m oveme nt . From E.F .
Schumacher, Wendell Berry and M arga ret Mead, to J o hn T odd, David M o rri s
and Am o ry Lov ins , to R A / N's o wn T o m Brnder and Lee J o hn so n , S tepping S tones
wi ll m o ve yo u beyond th e era o f limit ati o n s into the era of changing poss ibilities.
Fi ve: new pieces help bridge the gap bc:twc:en new te chn o logies and new va lu es ,
bringin g greater clarit y to ou r visi o n of a hum anl y sca led societ y. This co m pan ion
to Rainbook is th e: pe rfe ct rc: adc:r to bring yo u full circle: to w hc: rc we stand to da y:
ho ldin g in o ur hand s the m aking s ofa new wo rld .
v

SHARING SMALLER Prns

Tom Bender
38 pp .. 197S. S2 .00
A sma ll cl ass ic th at di scusses how chan gi n g rcsourcd energy
realities are g ivin g ri SL' to new d irect ions and ch angin g possibilities-in hum an va lu es and indi vi du al a.c ti o ns , in o ur in stituti ons and po liti cs. Thi s is the ki nd of fo rm atiVL' thinking
th at has helped to SL't the stage fo r th e adven t of-app-ro pri atc
te chn o logy.

._

RAINBOOK:
RESOU RCES FOR APPROPRIATE TECH)'./OLOGY

Editors of RAIN
256 pp ., 1977 .' $7 .95

rr:- ='""". ::-~


1, /,
W OODSTOVES - ~
/

RAINPAPER N o.
CONSUMER GUIDE TO

Bill Day
Iii pp., lll'viscd J an .

l97'J. $2 .IHI

~
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. . .. WOOD
STOVES,

1

...... . . ::~::.:_: ! I
--..~:::::~

N o m atter how y1rn split it , wood is re- emerg in g as an impo r- - - -tant facto r in ho m e hea tin g. To help insure the wood energy
tr ansition is o ne co mmitted to safr ty an d efficiency , wood
stove co nsumeri st Bill D ay has closl'ly m o nit o red the ava ilabilit y and reli abilit y o f the se pro duct s. His new ly-revised and expanded C o11 s1.1111<T
G uide is a co mpil ati on o f his articl es in RAIN , cov ering th e selectio n , in stall ati o n
and n ;pair o f wo o·d stovl's, woo d coo kstovl's and wood furn aces. Inclu ded are helpful no tes o n fir e pl ace retrofit s and chimne y m ainten ance. Essl' nti al reading for
th ose of yo u interl'Stl'd in thi s rev it ali zed l'ncrgy alternati ve ..

T hi s is th e boo k th at ha s turn ed so m an y heads aro und .
Draw ing toge th er su ch d iverse co n ce rn s as economics , energy, he alth, agr icul t ure and co mmuni ca ti o ns into a larger picture , Rainbvok o pens up new doo rs fo r th o se of us seek in g th e
ways and means to ch ange o ur co mmuniti es and o ur li ves . Essentia ll y thL' Best
RAIN Magazine., thr o ug h ca. rl y 1977, Rai11 book is as co mpr ehen sive a pri m er / reso ur ce boo k as you w ill ever find , w ith th o usand s of li sting s o n g roups , con tacts,
l"itcrature and further so urces of inform at ion . lfyou have a questio n abo ut a pprop-·
ri atc te ch no logy, Rainbook probab ly has the answer-o r it ca n te ll y9 u whe re to get ·
it . Fully inde xed and profu sely illustrated . (Upd ated via munthl y issues of R A IN.)

ORDER FORM - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - RAIN Publications (indicate quantity)

RAIN: Journal of Appropriate T echnology Subscription
2 years/20 issues, $25.00
1 year/JO issues, $15.00
1 year/10 issues , living lightly rat e (income under $5 ,000), $7.50
Foreign surfa ce mail, add $2 .80 per year (inquire for air rates)
Samplecopy , $1.00
My Name _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __

Please add 20 % for pos tag e & handling
$ _____
_ _ Stepping Stones, $7 .95
_ _ (}osmic Econo mi cs, $1 .00
- - Rain boo k, $7 . 95
- - Environmental D esign Primer , $5 . 95
- - Stepping Stones Poster , $3.00
- - Emerging Energy Policy Prin ciples, $ 1.00
__Urban Eco topia Poster , $3 .00
- - Sharing Smaller Pies, $2 .00
- - Suburban Ecotopia Poster, $3.0<J _ _ Consumer Guide to Woodstoves, $2 .00
- - Living Lightly , $2 .00
- - Employment Impact Statem ent , $.50
_ _ Raind ex, $4 .00
_ _ RAIN back issues: _ _ _ _ __

$ _ _ _ __
$ _ _ _ __
$ _ _ _ __
$ _ _ _ __

Gift for : _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

40% dis count on orders of5 copies or m ore except on books from Schocken (Stepping Stones
Rainboo k and Environmental D esign Primer) .
'

Donation (tax deductible)
Total Enclosed (all orders must be prepaid in U .S. dollars)

1

Back issues of RAIN currently available: Vol. I, N o . 7,8 , 9; Vol. III., all 10 issues; Vol. IV , all
10 issues; $1.00 each. Vol.Vandon, $1 .50 each . For a list of what's inside each back issue of
· RAIN through Vol. IV , serid us a SASE or see the center section of Raindex.

(For those who require an invoice, billing fee is $5 .00.)

$ ----$ _____
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Whi~e the new decade promises to be a dynamic one, frankly, the thought of it scares
the shit out of us. Appropriate technology,
whether called that or not, has been receivi1:1g increased recognition and gaining nat10nal and international prominence as a
key component in the transition to a more
ecologically and socially balanced world. At
the same time, the recent whirlwind of
attention has precipitated a kind of
"gr?wth" in appropriate technology not
unlike the growth we've been discussing
the "limits" of for so many years-an undifferentiated, somewhat out-of-control
growth that's happening so far and so wide

N

D

R

and so fast it seems nearly impossible to
keep track of until it's already become his-

tory.
One thing we've learned from the
"limits to growth" debate is that
"growth," like "development," is a word
with many connotations. As far as the
growth of appropriate technology, we have
to ask what kind of growth are we working
toward? And further, what kind of movement should the appropriate technology
movement become?
There are hard questions to be answered.
What does it mean after being on the outside for all these years to now find ourselves on the inside? What does it mean to
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have a surge of public attention, corporate
interest, and government support (though
still a piddling amount when compared to
things ljke nuclear power and defense) in
ourwork toward local self-reliance? Some
pretty important distinctions are getting
blurred- .do we need to draw the line?
We're sermonizing, we admit-but
we're getting impatient. We can define our
terms, or have them-defined for us . A remark by Jim Parker at a recent talk at
. AERO (Alternative Energy Resources Organization- Montana) crystallized our
concern. "Waiting for the old order to collapse of its.own weight," he said, "just
doesn't seem as appealing anymore . It
might fall on me." -RAIN
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